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Intro:  

I thought it was high time I drafted this comparison between Lipo and Li-ion Batteries for electric 
skateboard.  Also, gyms are not open yet so got time to burn between projects. The comparison will 
use my personal configuration, 8S 12000mAh LIPO as a baseline and the rest of the values will be 
normalized for easier read. The study will look at 330Wh and 500Wh packs. The trend should continue 
even for higher rated packs.   

 

This is by no means a comparison at chemistry level and it is intended to battery user already trained 
and aware of how lithium batteries work. LIPOs are of pouch type, single cell per level, stacked in 
series to reach the needed voltage. Li-ion are of cylindrical cell type, series and parallel connection are 
applied. The main variable of interest for Li-ion are the cell model and paralleled “P” number 
determining how a pack should be sized. 

 

Disclaimer:  
I am not a lobbyist of any chemistry. I am just interested in real comparisons grounded in facts as 
much as possible. Some change in parameters here could lead to different outcomes depending on 
each rider’s usage and style and preference in geometries. The low cut off voltage at which one can 
claim the battery is discharged can be debated from person to person. However, aiming for longevity, 
that value should be kept higher rather than lower.  
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Some simplifications will be applied when deemed acceptable. Obviously, the goal is not to write a 
PhD on this topic. For example, the power drawn yield the current per cell will be derived from an 
average considering peak and cruise power. To compare cell packs (Li-Ion) to pouch packs (Lipo) a 10% 
coefficient will be applied to weight/volume and cost as a Li-ion pack needs packaging, nickel strips, 
wire, supports...  Where the LIPO pack comes ready to use. NO BMS will be included for both 
chemistries. Labor cost of building the Li-ion pack will not be counted as DIY time is free  . 
Comparing at pure chemistry level or cell level is pointless as we need an actual case with pack size / 
weight / volume, discharge rate, cut off voltage, leading to an ACTUAL real-life capacity which is very 
much dependent on latter mentioned parameters.  Bulk buys for Cell could change the outcome, but 
not everyone has access to these when they will manufacture their Li-ion pack. 

 

 
Figure 1 - My MTB @360eskate, 2 x 4S, 12000mAh, 15/66 ratio, 2 motors 6374 149kv, 8" tyres 

 

Key metrics:  

I will articulate this comparison on the following key metrics:  

Gravimetric density: Wh/kg    Energy per weight unit, how light your onboard energy is.  

Volumetric density: Wh/L        Energy per volume unit, how the energy packs itself and uses space. 

economic density: Wh/euros   Energy per currency unit, how cheap your Wh will be. 

For all these metrics, the higher the value the better!!! 
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LIPO elements:  
https://hobbyking.com/en_us/turnigy-high-capacity-12000mah-4s-12c-multi-rotor-lipo-pack-
xt90.html?queryID=5d66c90977f05ed9ca8f7c838b97538b&objectID=79996&indexName=hbk_live_
magento_en_us_products 

 

      

Figure 2 - Lipo 4S 12000mAh from hobbyking 

 

LI-ION US18650VTC6 elements:  
https://www.kronium.cz/uploads/SONY_US18650VTC6.pdf 

 

Figure 3 - VTC6 cell parameters 

 

LI-ION INR21700 50E elements:  
https://lygte-info.dk/review/batteries2012/Samsung%20INR21700-
50E%205000mAh%20(Cyan)%20UK.html 
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Figure 4 - INR21700 cell data 

 

An important element here is to see the cell capacity is dependent on discharge current and cut off 
voltage.  This will determine the number of cell using the required total capacity and / or the required 
discharge current.  An iterative approach is needed. Lowering the number of cells will inevitably 
decrease the effective capacity very fast. 
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Discharge current:  
PEAK CURRENT: Let’s assess peak and cruise currents. Logging over 93hours, we see the 
battery sustains 65A DC peaks which happen quite regularly.  

  

Figure 5- Source  @360eskate : https://www.instagram.com/p/CGsjvlbpRX9/?utm_medium=copy_link 

This was performed with only one motor and this result will vary with the style of riding with 
how aggressive accelerations are commanded. 

 

CRUISE CURRENT: Cruise power @30km/h = 681W, it was measured on flat terrain in a 
straight line with a 85kg rider + 11kg board. Under 8S it yields 23 Amps DC. 

For this comparison, an average of these current will be considered as constant discharge 
current. 30Amps were used in the tables below.  Obviously this current  
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Comparison tables 
 

 LIPO    Comment  

Total Voltage 8 S   

Capacity  12000 mAh   
Effective capacity  11000 mAh cut off @ 3.6V, capacity lowered to reflect ageing 

Total pack energy  326 Wh averaged @3.7V 

Weight  2.16 kg   

Volume 1.01 L   

Cost 194.8 euros    

gravimetric density  151 Wh /kg   

volumetric density 322 Wh /L   

economic density 1.67 Wh /euros   
Table 1 - LIPO 2x4S 12000mAh pack 

 

 LIPO    Comment  

Total Voltage 8 S   

Capacity  20000 mAh   
Effective capacity  18000 mAh cut off @ 3.6v, capacity lowered to reflect ageing 

Total pack energy  533 Wh averaged @3.7V 

Weight  3.55 kg   

Volume 1.76 L   

Cost 224.38 euros    

gravimetric density  150 Wh /kg   

volumetric density 303 Wh /L   

economic density 2.37 Wh /euros   
Table 2 - LIPO 2X4S 20000mAh 

LI ION US18650VTC6   Comment  

Total Voltage 8 S   

needed capacity  11000 mAh matching the lipo pack  
real capacity per cell 1750 mAh US18650VTC6 

number of // cells 6.3   cut off @ 3.4V  

rounded number of // cell  6 P   
avg current per cell 5.0 A   
Total pack energy  311 Wh averaged @3.7V 

Weight  2.46 kg 46.5g/cell +10% for pack elements 

Volume 0.90 L 0.017L per cell*S*P +10% for pack elements 

Cost 211.2 euros  
4euros / cell, optimistic !!!  +10% for pack elements, DIY 
time is free:), NO BMS 

gravimetric density  127 Wh /kg   

volumetric density 346 Wh /L   

economic density 1.47 Wh /euros   
Table 3 - US18650VTC6   6P 
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LION INR21700 50E   Comment  

Total Voltage 8 S   

needed capacity  11000 mAh matching the lipo pack  

real capacity per cell 2600 mAh IN421700 50E 

number of // cells 4.2   cut off @ 3.4V  

rounded number of // cell  4 P   
avg current per cell 7.5 A   
Total pack energy  308 Wh averaged @3.7V 

Weight  2.43 kg 69g/cell +10% for pack elements 

Volume 0.84 L 0.024L per cell*S*P +10% for pack elements 

Cost 211.2 euros  
6euros / cell, optimistic !!!  +10% for pack elements, 
DIY time is free:), NO BMS 

        

gravimetric density  127 Wh /kg   

volumetric density 364 Wh /L   

economic density 1.46 Wh /euros   
Table 4 - INR21700 50E    4P 

 

LION INR21700 50E   Comment  

Total Voltage 8 S   

needed capacity  20000 mAh matching the lipo pack  

real capacity per cell 2950 mAh IN421700 50E 

number of // cells 6.8   cut off @ 3.4V  

rounded number of // cell  6 P   
avg current per cell 5.0 A   
Total pack energy  524 Wh averaged @3.7V 

Weight  3.64 kg 69g/cell +10% for pack elements 

Volume 1.27 L 0.024L per cell*S*P +10% for pack elements 

Cost 316.8 euros  
6euros / cell, optimistic !!!  +10% for pack elements, 
DIY time is free:), NO BMS 

        

gravimetric density  144 Wh /kg   

volumetric density 413 Wh /L   

economic density 1.65 Wh /euros   
Table 5 - INR21700 50E    6P 
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CHARTS!!!! 

330Wh power level pack 

 

Figure 6 – 330Wh Battery chemistry comparison at pack level 

  

Figure 7 – 330Wh normalized comparison at pack level 
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500Wh power level pack  

 

Figure 8 - 500Wh Battery chemistry comparison at pack level 

 

Figure 9 - 500Wh normalized comparison at pack level 
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Conclusion  
Congrats for making it to the end of the document!  You’re about to be rewarded with the sweet 
conclusion.  

 

330Wh Pack WINNER 

GRAVIMETRIC 
DENSITY Wh/kg 

VOLUMETRIC 
DENSITY Wh/L 

ECONOMIC  
DENSITY Wh/euros 

   
+ 19% + 10% + 15% 

Table 6- Conclusion table declaring the winner for 330Wh packs 

 

500Wh Pack WINNER 

GRAVIMETRIC 
DENSITY Wh/kg 

VOLUMETRIC 
DENSITY Wh/L 

ECONOMIC  
DENSITY Wh/euros 

 
  

equivalent + 37% + 43% 
Table 7 - Conclusion table declaring the winner for 500Wh packs 

 

Lithium-ion cell batteries, LI-ION, WIN on Volumetric density (lesser space). The cell structure gives 
them the clear advantage to shape the pack to any form factor allowing almost any integration. But it 
requires building/assembling the pack. 

 

Lithium Polymer Batteries, LIPO, WIN on gravimetric and economic densities (light weight and less 
money).  They come in a parallelepiped form factor and need to be integrated as such. A division of 
packs is possible providing minimal flexibility. The pack is purchased ready-made. LIPO’s economic 
advantage seems to remain throughout the studied energy range and beyond. 
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LIPO batteries appear to be lighter and cheaper for a given pack size and they are the winner of the 
comparison. The weight advantage of LIPO packs seems to fade as the pack increases in energy rating 
and the trend reverses for very large packs around 800Wh and above. 

 

 

Different conditions than the ones depicted here may lead to varying conclusions, namely price of 
purchase of cells, type of board setup leading to different current draw. 

 

 

I quite enjoyed drafting this study!! Please contact me for any comments     

Jerome.gregoire@hotmail.com    Instagram @360eskate 

 


